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by M.E.A. McNEIL

TIME WARP

Mr. Wizard is what I call him,” 
said Bob Danka, recently re-
tired lead researcher at the 

Baton Rouge USDA bee lab. He was 
describing Arun Rajamohan, a cryobi-
ologist whose success with the cryo-
preservation of honey bee embryos 
augurs scientific breakthrough.

“Better than calling it black magic, 
I guess,” laughed Rajamohan, “which 
is what some people think of when 

you show them animals revived from 
liquid nitrogen.” He studies the effects 
of cold on animals or plants — now 
in particular, storage by freezing. He 
said, when he’s asked “Why insects? 
Don’t we want to kill them all?” he 
explains that the depository is valu-
able both for studying pests and for 
the conservation of valuable genetics. 
“It is very similar to a human germ 
bank or an animal germ bank.” 

Except, he acknowledges, that 
those banks have successfully stored 
germplasm for decades, but not until 
recently from honey bees, the only 
agriculturally important species that 
was missing. The USDA germplasm 
bank in Fort Collins, Colorado, now 
houses Apis mellifera semen, supplied 
through the efforts of Brian Hopkins 
and Steve Sheppard at Washington 
State University. The bank is wait-
ing for embryos — impossible to add 
without Rajamohan’s conjuring. Far 
from sleight of hand, his process is 
tedious.

Rajamohan arrived at the Fargo, 
North Dakota, USDA lab in 2000 with 
a set of skills for cryopreservation of 
other insect germplasm. His work 
with bees stands on the thoraces, so 
to speak, of insects he has previously 
worked with. He’d spent seven years 
simplifying a protocol for the screw-
worm, a type of fly, and began work 
with fruit flies. “You had to catch the 

embryo [for cryopreservation] within 
a five-minute period. Otherwise they 
are past the point where I can treat 
them and freeze them. When I began 
working with honey bees, I found it 
was even trickier. I know the devel-
opmental stage that I can work with, 
but it is very tricky because they are 
extremely, extremely delicate. When 
we handle them, they instantaneously 
collapse, and they are dead.”

In contrast to other kinds of insect 
eggs that are abandoned after they are 
laid and have to survive, honey bee 
embryos have no evolutionary pres-
sure to be tough. They are sheltered 
and nurtured by a squad of caretak-
ers that then seals them protectively 
until they emerge as adults. “I think 
only a worker honey bee can handle 
those embryos,” said Rajamohan. 
He has observed that in North Da-
kota, queens continue to lay eggs as a 
harsh winter approaches. The work-
ers know better than to develop those 
late eggs because the colony will not 
have the resources to feed them. They 
remove them and drop them outside 
the hive. What fascinates the research-
er is that the discards remain viable. 

“They actually throw away live em-
bryos. They remove larvae because 
that is where they find the mites, but 
they will also remove the eggs.” He 
clarified a point worth remembering 
for this story: “Eggs are actually em-
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Synopsis, Part 1: The loss of significant diversity in Apis mellifera has 
prompted renewed efforts toward freezing germplasm for conservation and 
research. Fifty years ago, John Harbo at the USDA began the quest, and work at 
Washington State University by Brian Hopkins has more recently made possible 
the cryo-banking of honey bee semen. Such storage and revival of embryos has 
been elusive. 

The wiz in Fargo is Arun Rajamohan, a 
cryobiologist at the USDA lab in South 
Dakota. He is using his experience with 
insects to research the freeze-banking of 
honey bee embryos, something that has 
not been done before.
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bryos because they are developing. I 
always use the word embryo as long 
as they are developing, even inside 
the egg.” Immediately after the queen 
lays an egg it takes only about 30 min-
utes before the cells start dividing and 
occupying the area within the shell. It 
becomes an embryo instantaneously. 
“It’s very dynamic. You will see the 
cells covering the whole thing. In the 
next couple of hours the cells will 
have been migrating here and there 
to develop organs. It takes only a few 
hours before it comes to a very ad-

vanced developmental stage. It hatch-
es somewhere around 80 hours.”

But he has found that the embryo 
must be harvested before it hatches 
in order to freeze it with a possibility 
of revival. That means that he needs 
to prematurely remove the honey bee 
embryo from its coverings. “Most of 
the processing that I do is at about 
72 hours.” That creates a complex of 
problems.

It becomes a game of numbers. At 
Fargo there are 30 colonies, so Ra-
jamohan travels to the Baton Rouge 

lab, where there are 3000. To harvest 
eggs, he places queens in plastic box-
es inserted into comb, Scalvini cages. 
They are designed so that the queen 
can both be fed by workers through 
a grid and lay eggs into cells that can 
be removed from the back. At Fargo, 
“if I put them in all 30, I get one or 
two.” He can harvest enough eggs at 
the Louisiana lab to account for high 
losses. 

The insect egg has an outer shell, 
a very thin layer called the chorion. 
Just below the shell, there is a layer 
of wax that protects it from dehydra-
tion. Within that is a tough membrane 
called the vitellin that encloses the 
yolk and cells. One of the problems is 
the presence of yolk. “Yolk is fat,” he 
said, “and fat is very difficult to pro-
tect. You cannot dehydrate fat, you 
cannot hydrate fat, and you cannot 
freeze it and store it. If you freeze it, it 
breaks down. In my work with flies I 
always wait until the fat reserves are 
completely dwindled down.” But be-
ginning the process with the bee at 72 
hours, the yolk is about 80% reduced, 
leaving a fat content much higher 
than with the other insects that he 
works with. “That is one reason why 
the success rate is so low, 18 to 20% 
viability. Yolk is the major component 
of their demise.” To begin with.

The second problem is microscopic 
damage. “When we are treating them, 
we inadvertently puncture the vitellin 
membrane, a puncture too small to be 
seen. The yolk will leak out and then 
retreat back in a fraction of a second. 
The embryo will not survive.” The 
seventeenth-century scientist Robert 
Hooke noted that he used an eyelash 
to move specimens for his microscope 
work. “People have been using that 
all the way from the 1600s,” said Ra-
jamohan, but he tried it with honey 
bee embryos and found an eyelash 
too rigid. “If I touch it in a wrong way, 
it will actually rupture the embryonic 
membrane, and the embryo will die. 
For honey bees it does not work be-
cause they are so delicate.” He settled 
on using the single hair of a camel-
hair brush — removing all the hairs 
of the brush but one.

He begins with removing the exteri-
or chorion, which he has learned to do 
from his work with other insects by 
using a simple bleach solution, very 
dilute sodium hypochlorite, common 
Clorox — for which he has learned the 
brand names in the different countries 
where he has developed this process. 
“That takes the shell out, and that is 
the first step,” he said.

Researcher Arun Rajamohan at the Fargo USDA lab suspends a honey bee embryo on 
a brush hair in a minutely timed chemical dipping process to strip off its shell before it 
hatches. He does this to prepare it for cryopreservation

Honey bee embryos are much more delicate than those of other insects, which is one 
reason that they have not before been cryopreserved. The USDA labs in Fargo and 
Baton Rouge have a joint project to bank embryos and revive them. The goal is to 
preserve valuable germplasm for the needs of research and pollination.
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Dissolving the next layer, the wax 
beneath the shell, requires a solvent 
that will work quickly so as not to 
damage the embryo. That is a prob-
lem in any situation, as any beekeeper 
dealing with wax residue knows. “It 
took us a very, very long time to fig-
ure it out,” said Rajamohan. He tried 
various solvents: alcohol, even pro-
pane, “but that became very difficult 
for us because our safety officers were 
so convinced that we were going to 
set the lab on fire.” He has settled on 
hexane. “The more carbon atoms, it 
becomes a slightly denser solvent. The 
first carbon is CH3, and then the next 
one is CH, and CH, and so on; hexane 
has six carbons. It is a very simple mol-
ecule that is a carcinogen, so we should 
be careful with it.” He has about eight 
seconds to remove the wax, so he 
treats the embryo on the brush hair 
over a substrate of photo paper, which 
rapidly absorbs the solvent. 

What follows is a miniature chemi-
cal ballet on ice. With the chorion and 
wax layers off the embryo, the vitellin 
layer remains. It is permeable to water, 
which needs to be minimized, since 
frozen water creates sharp shards that 
can penetrate and kill the embryo. 
The vitellin layer is also permeable to 
a class of chemicals called cryoprotec-
tants (CPAs), which Rajamohan uses 
to ensure that no ice will form inside 
the embryo. “It completely prevents 
ice formation,” he said. “It works as 
a scaffold. It binds to the proteins, en-
suring that the protein does not break 
apart at very low temperatures. And 
it protects everything like cell mem-
brane. Cell membrane is two layers 
of lipids and it protects it really well.” 
He uses two CPAs: ethylene gly-
col (an intracellular cryoprotectant 
which is the same as antifreeze), and 
trehalose (an extracellular cryoprotec-
tive agent, a sugar consisting of two 
molecules of glucose which, interest-
ingly, is synthesized by some bacteria, 
fungi, plants and invertebrate animals 
to survive freezing). “Using them in a 
certain proportion ensures that larger 
amounts of CPA could be loaded into 
a tissue at higher rates while ensur-
ing that the external media does not 
freeze sooner and vitrifies. Does that 
make sense?” It suffices to say, he is 
hedging his bet.

Cryoprotectants freeze at -15° to -20° 
C (5° to -4° F), and if they are mixed 
with water, their freezing point goes 
even lower. For example, methanol is 
a cryoprotectant that freezes at about 
-20° C, but a 50% methanol-water mix 
freezes at about -40° C (nearly the 

same as -40° F). The cryoprotectant is 
mixed with a cell culture medium. “We 
make these solutions of cryoprotectant 
to treat the embryo. We do it on ice, 
so it’s about 1° to 2° C, which is about 
refrigeration.” Again, the exposure is 
for a very specific amount of time. “I 
have to keep my eye on the embryo 
under a microscope. I can observe the 
embryo slowly shrinking down, and 
as it shrinks the water is going out of 
the vitellin membrane into the sur-
rounding medium. Along the osmotic 
pressure gradient there is more cryo-
protectant chemical trying to get into 
the embryo to replace the water.” As 
soon as the exchange of cryoprotectant 
for water has advanced, the embryo is 
cooled to freezing. Ice forms outside of 
the embryo, pulling even more water 
out of it and shrinking it further. “At 
one point, what we call the minimal 
cell volume hypothesis, if we shrink 
any further the embryo or the cell will 
collapse. At that point, I move the em-
bryo into liquid nitrogen. There is not 
enough water inside the embryo for 
ice to develop.”

This process is called vitrification 
because it creates a viscous, super-
cooled glass-like state, devoid of ice 

crystals that would subject the embry-
os to damage. “In flash freezing you 
do not necessarily turn everything 
into glass, vitrification. [But by] this 
process you ensure that you get glass 
by using specific chemicals. The termi-
nology is to dope the unit; dope a me-
dium with a certain chemical ensures 
that the cytoplasm becomes glass. All 
the molecules are stopped, whatever 
they are doing they immediately come 
to a full stop. They are not damaged. I 
tell people that I stop time. When the 
molecules do not move you are stop-
ping the progress of time.”

The revival process for these stored 
genetics is as complicated as the pro-
cess to freeze them. “When you take 
it out of liquid nitrogen, you take it 
out naked,” said Rajamohan, refer-
ring to the embryo, as he is no doubt 
wearing a lab coat. The embryo is still 
adhered to the single brush hair. “The 
tendency is for the embryo to freeze 
before it comes to room temperature. 
It tries to devitrify and become ice. To 
prevent that we have to thaw it at a 
very, very high speed.” He submerges 
it for fewer than 20 seconds in treha-
lose and then transfers it to a cell cul-
ture medium at room temperature.

Among those who think about such things, it’s been assumed that larger embryos are 
more difficult to cryopreserve, but the honey bee embryo is extremely difficult and is 
medium sized. This diagram shows the relative size of the embryos routinely cryopre-
served at the USDA Fargo lab. Among them, the most difficult to cryopreserve are the 
honey bee and drosophila (fruit fly), and some of the easiest are housefly and screw-
worm — which is comparatively huge, almost the size of a rice grain. The factors that 
actually play a role are water permeability and embryonic tissue complexity. 
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“With the embryos that survive, I 
float them on a cell culture medium. 
Then wait for [them] to hatch out.” 
He uses a commercially available me-
dium, Schneider's, produced for fruit 
fly larvae. “It is very similar to plasma 
in our bodies, very similar to hemo-
lymph. It has nutritional elements 
available, including salts and vita-
mins that the larva needs. The balance 
has to be right for cell development.”

“I come back after 24 hours and 
they are hatched," he says. "Some-
times the larva has trouble exiting the 
vitellin membrane, and in that case 
you take your one-haired brush and 
help it out. Then the larva tumbles out 
and is ready to feed.”

After the embryos were put 
through the arduous process of cryo-

preservation and revival, he and 
Danka attempted to rear surviving 
larvae to maturity in natural colo-
nies. For several seasons they grafted 
them into queen cells and put them 
into cell builders (boxes of workers 
that nurture the developing queens). 
However, the workers were sensi-
tive to a difference, and each attempt 
failed. 

About that time, the Baton Rouge 
bee lab hired three young scientists. 
One was Kate Ihle, an ebullient mo-
lecular biologist who came with a 
reputation for brilliance and a com-
bination of lab and field experience 
with bees. Danka matched her exper-
tise in in vitro rearing with Rajamo-
han’s expertise in preservation and 
bequeathed her both his office when 

he would retire and his passion for 
the cryopreservation project.

Rajamohan arrived from Fargo 
for the new partnership, and he and 
Danka began work with Ihle. “Arun 
has these amazingly fine, fine mo-
tor skills and observational skills,” 
she said. “We were working with the 
very, very slight differences in an egg 
or an embryo that show that it was 
developing or that it wasn’t going to 
develop. It was really amazing to see 
how he could tell these microscopic 
differences, and he would explain to 
Bob and me. It was very important 
that we did all this together.”

With her first new group of cryopre-
served embryos, Ihle modified an in 
vitro rearing technique she’d learned 
at Arizona State from Osman Kaftano-
glu. “Once we were able to follow the 
embryos from vitrification through 
hatching and emergence, and transfer 
to a pool of royal jelly, it was really 
important to see the little spiracles; 
you could see the larvae breathing, 
and that would tell us that they are 
still alive. If you really turn the micro-
scope up you can see the little jaws, 
you could see their little mandibles — 
I don’t know if you could really see 
them eating, but you could see them 
making waves in the royal jelly. That 
was the first step.”

She added some additional pro-
teins, she said, “proteins that people 
have developed over the years to the 
protocol. [The embryos] are so little 
and you have to make sure that it is 
humid so that the royal jelly doesn’t 
dry out even a little bit. They are so 
tiny that they can’t break through that 
crust of slightly dry royal jelly. That 
was the first big test.”

The next test was to graft the larvae 
successfully into classic jelly-filled 
queen cups. “They’re really, really del-
icate for grafting,” said Ihle, who used 
a monofilament to move them. “More 
delicate than they are for normal graft-
ing. It makes sense in retrospect, how 
sheltered they are by their social envi-
ronment, but going into it I was really 
surprised to learn how much more 
fragile they were compared to the Dip-
tera [fruit fly] larvae which were much 
more easy to develop these protocols 
for. The brood nest is really well pro-
tected by the workers, maintained at a 
constant temperature and sheltered by 
the worker bees. Solitary insects don’t 
have that. They put their eggs out 
where they are, and they have to deal 
with the conditions that they’re faced 
with. Whereas honey bee workers are 
constantly modifying humidity and 

The first bee to be revived from a cryopreserved embryo crawls on the hand of Kate 
Ihle, the USDA Baton Rouge lab researcher who nurtured her to maturity. Bob Danka, 
recently retired lead researcher there, has been involved with the program with Arun 
Rajamohan, cryobiologist at the USDA Fargo lab.
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temperature levels to make sure that 
it’s perfect for rearing.”

Ihle put the new larvae on the pool 
of food once they were large enough 
to float on it and not so small that 
they might sink. She counted the 
survivors. “I would come in twice a 
day to see. Then it was just watching 
them breathe and seeing them eat the 
jelly to show that they are going to 
develop. Once we got them grafted 
they would be good until they started 
to pupate. Then we would see a big 
spike in mortality.”  

Three or four survived almost to 
the end. Some gradually stopped de-
veloping. “We had one that made it 
almost all the way through to emer-
gence, but she didn’t get all the way 
there.” The numbers game was run-
ning out of numbers. Only one re-
mained.

“Every day I opened the incubator 
and I held my breath — please, please. 
I knew Arun has been working on this 
for years. It was so exciting but it was 
so, so stressful.”

And then, there she was, a bee 
awakened from frozen time, like Snow 
White with the kiss of a researcher. “It 
was really incredible because you see 
the wings unfurl, and she started to 
crawl around her cell. It’s clear, even 
while she was still in the cell, that she 
is emerged and not developing any-
more. The wings are out, she’s explor-
ing her environment. I opened the cell 
and whooh, I thought ‘I can’t drop 
this — I’ve got to call Bob’ [Danka].” 
The memory made Ihle laugh for the 
joy of it. “Bob is a pretty low-key guy, 
but he was pretty excited.”

Rajamohan opened the photo on 
his screen of the bee on Ihle’s hand. 
“What is this?” he asked, scarcely able 
to believe what he was seeing. 

The bee lived for five days. She 
had been introduced into a colony in 
a cage. Danka called her “the most 
important bee in the world.” That 
epithet was for what she represented: 
the possibility of reviving cryogeni-
cally preserved honey bee germplasm 
and the promise of banking valuable 
genetics.

“We’re hoping to repeat this,” said 
Ihle. “Unfortunately, we’re not as 
precise about rearing as the bees are 
themselves. It looked like she had 
some queen-like features, and some 
worker-like features. I think she was 
an inter-caste, but we’re not quite 
sure. They are very rare in the hives 
but very common in in vitro rearing.” 
She said that working on a larger 
scale, “presumably we’ll have some 
workers, a lot of inter-castes and 
some queens.”

“Right now it’s just the beginning, 
so it’s which queens we know can re-
liably lay a lot of eggs in the boxes. 
From there we can fine-tune it to see 
if we can adjust the diet, or maybe 
we’ll get good enough with the trans-
fer that we can put them in the cell 
builders to get them to be raised into 
queens by the bees themselves. That’s 
the ultimate goal.”

Danka will continue from retire-
ment as a collaborator with the 
project, but his departure concerns 
Rajamohan. “I will really miss the 
amount of knowledge that he has, the 
experience with honey bees, it’s vast. 
There is no replacing Bob. There are 
very few people who know the bio-
chemistry, the genetics, the industry 
all in one package. It’s very difficult 
to find anyone like that. When these 
people leave they take away a whole 

Before work at the USDA, researcher Kate Ihle honed her chops at rearing bee em-
bryos in a fellowship with the Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute. On an island 
in the Panama Canal, she raised hundreds of native bees to adulthood to study their 
behavior.

USDA researcher Kate Ihle placed larvae that had been cryopreserved as embryos into cups prepared with food in the green tray.
She then transferred them to the clear tray for pupation. The larvae poking out of the cups are stretching out to spin prior to pupation. 
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chunk of knowledge that’s very dif-
ficult to get back. It’s not like astrono-
my and some other sciences.”

Rajamohan is concerned about what 
comes after him, too — that the proto-
col that he has created is so complex 
that, without him, it would be diffi-
cult to recreate. Because each step in 
the preservation process is so precisely 
timed, he has been working with ro-
botics. He has developed a robot for 
cryopreservation of screwworm germ-
plasm that is in use in the Fargo lab, as 
well as in a government lab in Panama 
and at the International Atomic Ener-
gy Agency in Vienna. “All they have 
to do,” he said, “is put the eggs in a 
small cup in the robot and the robot 
puts them through chemical treat-
ment. In time we will have a protocol 
like that for the honey bees.”

Looking to the future, he said, “The 
protocol that I developed for one in-
sect tells me something about how to 
develop a protocol for the next insect 
species I work with … the fly embryo 
informs how I work on the honey bee 
embryo, which informs how I would 

M.E.A. McNeil is a jour-
nalist, Master Beekeeper 
and Northern California 
organic farmer. She can 
be reached at: mea@
meamcneil.com. 

work on the butterfly embryo.” He 
observes that the top of the honey 
bee egg secretes a drop of liquid that 
slowly runs down, dissolving the egg-
shell. “I am working on the eggs of 
some moths that are dangerous pests, 
and if that is successful, I could work 
on butterflies, which would be impor-
tant environmentally. But there are 
four thick layers to those eggs, and if I 
could gather some of this liquid from 
the honey bees, perhaps it would dis-
solve the egg shells. Then you could 
develop a freezing protocol for them.”

Rajamohan’s success with the cryo-
preservation of honey bee embryos is 
unique. Only one paper, in 2008 from 
China, describes an attempt, which 
uses the Fargo lab’s protocol pub-
lished for flies, and which, he said, is 
untenable. 

Danka said, “Bees are in crisis, and 
everybody and their dog thinks they 
are going to do bee research. I can’t 
tell you how many of these people 
come to us to say it looked easier on 
paper than it is in the field. No kid-
ding, cowboy.”

Ihle said, “I would call this an ex-
periment. It’s a good example of the 
type of research that you can do in a 
government lab. It’s really high risk 
and high reward. For example, Arun 
has been able to keep working at this, 
because it’s something that will ben-
efit a lot if we can get it to be success-
ful. And now we’re starting to see the 
fruits of all of his work. People around 
the world are focused on building re-
sistant phenotypes in bees, especially 
some of the natural populations that 
are resistant to varroa. It would be 
good if we can get those genetics into 
the populations.” What cryopreser-
vation would add, she said, is that 
it could be done “without the risk of 
bringing in new viruses.”

All we need is a wrinkle in time.
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